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The classic shotgun reference from one of the top experts in the field.In this near-legendary
handbook, respected firearms expert Bob Brister offers advice, instructions, and solutions to
every situation a shotgunner might face, making Shotgunning a guide from which both seasoned
veterans and novice shooters will benefit. Based on years of tests, meticulous study of data, and
a lifetime of insider expertise, this book will help any shooter make every shot count.A veritable
encyclopedia of the shotgun for the modern shooter and outdoorsman, Shotgunning details the
selection of guns, loads, and chokes; required leads (translated into “bird lengths” for easier
shooting recognition); shot velocity and penetration; the effects of recoil on the shooter; wind
and temperature effects on shotshells; and much more. Data analysis puts blithely held truths to
the test. Myths are debunked, and Brister’s conclusions are supported with hundreds of
photographs, lending Shotgunning an authority that many recent, worthwhile books on the
subject cannot claim.Brister brightly and boldly presents his readers with the science of
shotgunning, but he never forgets the art that makes shooting a sport. Shotgunning is an elegant
and educational mélange—a unique and invaluable guidebook that any shotgunner must
own.Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for hunters and firearms
enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun collecting,
self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We
publish books on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey
hunting, deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more. While
not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers
and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

From the AuthorA proven strategy to improve your BJJ Game, all the technique concepts
simplified.Your Jiu Jitsu journey can be littered with obstacles along the way. From injuries to
training plateaus, from promotions to competitions the path can be a long one. What you need to
stay motivated (and Oliver provides this in his books) is a variety of detailed strategies - each
designed to help you solve a specific BJJ obstacle.About the AuthorOliver writes his books for a
wide array of Jiu Jitsu students. They can be 55 year old white belts all the way to 25 year old
brown belt competitors. What separates him from the other Jiu Jitsu publishers is his ability to
explain complex topics in a no-nonsense, straightforward manner. He doesn't promise the world,
but always delivers step-by-step strategies and concepts you can implement right away.In his
spare time, Oliver travels, reads a lot, practices BJJ and writes about himself in the third person.
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Caleb Winder, “This a great book for those who really want to know about shotgunning. This
book is great for those interested in shotgunning. Just as the title says, it talks in great detail
about the art and the science of shotguns and shotgun shells. There is a ton of scientific
information across gauges, chokes, shot sizes, shot hardness, charges, powder types. He also
does a very nice job explaining how and why even though a gun might pattern well on paper,
there are other factors (the art) that come into play when actually hunting or in competition. In all
this is a great book for more advanced shooters or those who simply want to understand more
about shotgunning.”

john ackerman, “Must read for serious shot gunners. A lifetime of experimentation and
experience by a world renowned shooter. Covers all aspects of shotgun shooting. A must read
if you are serious about learning more about shotgun performance and ballistics. A lot of
knowledge about shot performance and the effects of shot string.”

Keith Bukovich, “An American shotgun classic book. This book is an American classic and
should be in every shotgunner's library regardless if the reader is a competitive clay shooter, a
waterfowl hunter, or an upland bird hunter. This work is very strong on shotgun ballistics and
does a very effective job of debunking folklore and myths regarding the capabilities of shotguns
and their cartridges. Bob Brister, who sadly passed away in June 2005, was extremely qualified
to write this book. He was the shooting editor of FIELD & STREAM magazine for many years
and one of the finest all-around shotgunners in the world. Brister was blessed with a very
remarkable sense of eye-hand coordination and won many clay and live-pigeon shooting
tournaments. Visitors to his home were often in awe at the sheer number to trophies he had won
over the years. It is not unusual for respected gun writers of today (Alex Brandt, John Barsness,
John Taylor, Michael McIntosh, and, I believe, Tom Roster) to mention Brister and/or this book in
their columns or in their own books -- deservedly and properly so.SHOTGUNNING: THE ART
AND THE SCIENCE gives the reader a concise but thorough, factual, and realistic look at
shotguns and shooting that is written in language that is easy for a non-technical person to
understand. For this book, Brister patterned thousands of loads to try to get to the bottom of
what really does work and what doesn't in regards to shotgun shooting. Brister did this, in large
part, with a fourteen foot patterning board pulled by car (driven by his devoted wife Sandy), and
he clearly demonstrated the effect of shot stringing. (Brister showed that on a fast-moving target
the pellets at the front of the shot string can have a significantly different impact point than those
at the back at various yardages.)One thing that needs to be remembered is that Bob Brister
wrote this book in 1975 (it was published by Winchester Press the following year) and some of
the shotgun loads he used are no longer manufactured but he did speak about steel shot which
is important today to many shooters. It is too bad that in the thirty years after the initial



publication of this book and his passing that Brister did not do a revised, follow-up second
edition to reflect the new loads that have since come on the market (the various non-toxic loads
in particular) as well as new shotgun barrel technology and chokes. Still, SHOTGUNNING: THE
ART AND THE SCIENCE more than holds up to the test of time! Its conclusions and points
have not diminished at all and should be part of the knowledge base of every serious shotgun
shooter. As such, I highly recommend this book to all. (Note: I did see the so-called second/
revised edition of this book at a local bookstore. From what I can tell, it is merely a reprint and
not a very good one at that -- the print and pictures and not as sharp and clear as the original. I
would opt for a first edition, used copy if I were a purchaser today.)”

Steve, “Very good book, slightly dated but still valid. I have not finished this book yet but I am
learning a lot from it. The book does seem to be dated a bit but the information in it all valid
information and data. For someone like me which has been a gun enthusiast all my life but never
owned or used shotguns, this book is a great way to get a knowledge of shotguns. I purchased
this boot because I have become interested in Sporting Clay shooting and have gotten to the
point that I want to own a shotgun for the sport instead of renting and wanted to know much
more.”

CO_PatB, “Explains the science behind your gut instinct as a shotgunner. Fantastic resource for
learning how & why a shotgun shot does what it does. Different oz of shot with different chokes
and charges result in very different results... you may not be getting a modified or full pattern with
a modified or full choke.. it all depends on how much shot (7/8 oz, 1 oz, 1 1/8 oz) you're using
and what kind of shot it is (basic lead, hardened "magnum" lead, or something else).This book
allowed me to put some science behind my "gut instinct" in shotgun shooting, ultimately
resulting in far better trap shooting scores, consistently scoring 23 and higher round after round.”

desmobob, “A must-read for shotgunning enthusiasts.. Brister spent an incredible amount of
time and effort to test a lot of shotgunning theories. The information he shares is interesting and
valuable to any shotgunner.  This highly recommended shotgunning book covers all the bases.”

G. Wayne Tilman, “Bob Brister's book is a classic! Anyone who shoots .... Bob Brister's book is a
classic! Anyone who shoots clay or live targets should read, heed, and literally devour it. I have
been shooting clays for years, yet I learned something new on virtually every page. This is an
older book and the styles, cars and so forth reflect that. But what Mr. Brister says is as relevant
today as it was when written. I heartily reccomend it!”

James Caron, “For shotgun maniacs - highly recommended. If you are like me and love to know
all the why, the wherefores and the reasons thereof, this book is for you. The author is a true
shotgun maniac and has compiled extensive data on shotgun performance and ballistics. He
debunks a number of "common knowledge" myths and formulates a number of interesting



theories. It is a little dated in that it was released in 1976, but 99% of the data is still relavant.
The other 1% is a nice look back at the equipment of the time and is still interesting.I learned
more than I ever wanted about shotgunning and certainly more than I imagined.”

a, “Nice reference, contains a lot of data -- even if a bit dated.. A bit dated. Still contains a load of
information, but you can feel that references to champions of the 1976 Olympics is not exactly
modern science. On the other hand there's a LOT of no-nonsense information in pretty much
every chapter, and it debunks many 'pet theories' of the field, while confirming quite a few others
(I never knew the strength of the wind would have such an impact on shotguns!).I would still
recommend the book, even if it's a little bit too american (with everything in imperial measures)
and the illustrations are sometime poor.”

Antony, “Very informative. By far the best book on shotguns and the science behind them. Some
of the information is a little dated now but do not let that put you off this is a gem of a book. The
idea of practicing with a BB gun with the sights removed is genius as it encourages correct gun
mount and ensuring you eye is correctly lined up with the barrel to hit anything, plus it’s cheap
compared to the price of cartridges. Great book that I think all shooters can learn something
from.”

D RAMSAY, “Fascinating reading with some of the best advice on forward lead I have found.
Fascinating reading with some of the best advice on forward lead I have found. An informative
and well researched read, well written and presented”

Konstantinos Marnikas, “Excellent book, providing useful information and covering deeply
many .... Excellent book, providing useful information and covering in depth many aspects of
the shotgun loads,patterns,gauges,gunfitting etc...If I had to own just one book about shotguns ,
that would be it. A must for the novice and expert.”

Mr T. R. Blackwell, “good service, thank you. Item as described, good service, thank you.”

The book by Bob Brister has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 210 people have provided feedback.
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